December 5, 2018

To: Dylan Rodriguez, Chair
    Riverside Division

From: Wee Liang Gan, Chair
       Committee on Courses

Re: Proposal to Award Credit for MATH 9C to Students with AP Calculus BC Exam Score of 4 or 5

The Committee on Courses reviewed the proposal to award credit for MATH 9C to students with an AP calculus BC exam score of 4 or 5. The Committee recommends that departments other than Mathematics that require MATH 9C as a prerequisite requirement for courses be advised of the proposed change and given a chance to review the course requirement if needed. The Registrar’s Office can be consulted to learn which programs and majors include MATH 9C as a requirement and might be affected. Lastly, the Committee recommends that this proposal be reviewed by the Committee on Educational Policy as it relates to matters of undergraduate curriculum.